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EXERCISE – 06 
 

SENTENCES 
 
Fill in the correct type of Punctuations. (Apostrophe (‘) + Colon (:) + Comma (,) + Dash (---) + 
Exclamation (!) + Full Stop (.) + Hyphen (-) + Interrogation (?) + Inverted Commas (“ “) + Semi–Colon (;) 
+ Use Of Capital Letters) 
 

#  SENTENCES  PUNCTUATIONS 
     

001.  satisfied by sonal’s explanation the principal remitted her fine.  Use of capital letters 
     

002.  What is in your hand…..  Interrogation (?) 
     

003.  Your should wear a helment while driving a motor ….. bike.  Hyphen (-) 
     

004.  You need take only this box with you….. I’ll bring the bad along.  Semi–Colon (;) 
     

005.  You are going….. aren’t you?  Comma (,) 
     

006.  Why was it a day of excitement for him…..  Interrogation (?) 
     

007.  She said to me, ….. let us go to Shimla for a change …..  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

008.  What nasty comments…..  Exclamation (!) 
     

009.  The journalist ….. praised her performance.  Dash (---) 
     

010.  What is your date of birth…..  Interrogation (?) 
     

011.  You haven’t returned the earlier loan..... nevertheless, I’ll not 
disappoint you. 

 Semi–Colon (;) 

     

012.  What folly is this…..  Exclamation (!) 
     

013.  What do you want…..  Interrogation (?) 
     

014.  Today’s date is October 8….. 2007.  Comma (,) 
     

015.  the speaker said, we are planning to build a school here.  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

016.  To join my father business to go abroad to look for job in India 
…..  these were my choices. 

 Dash (---) 

     

017.  What a talented child…..  Exclamation (!) 
     

018.  Those who were taking part in the inter ….. school tournaments 
were exempt from terminal tests. 

 Hyphen (-) 

     

019.  To err is human..... to forgive divine.  Colon (:) 
     

020.  What was the one annual event in which the writer was 
interested….. 

 Interrogation (?) 

     

021.  Kritika and Ritika are real sisters.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

022.  Ticket less travel was widely prevalent….. besides, there were 
frequent thefts from the compartments. 

 Semi–Colon (;) 

     

023.  Yes….. you may eat rice with curry.  Comma (,) 
     

024.  What a piece of work is man…..   Exclamation (!) 
     

025.  this part actually belongs to the new model hero honda,” said 
harjinder singh, the chief mechanic at bright automobiles. 

 Use Of Capital Letters 
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026.  These are ready ….. to ….. wear garments.  Hyphen (-) 
     

027.  The machine made a strange noise….. then it just stopped.  Semi–Colon (;) 
     

028.  The lion said to the fox, ….. I am the king of jungle …..  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

029.  The leader said that we should have 3 qualities..... courage, 
strength and sincerity. 

 Colon (:) 

     

030.  What did he not realize then…..  Interrogation (?) 
     

031.  The is used when something is unique ….. earth, moon, sky, 
north pole. 

 Dash (---) 

     

032.  The inter ….. school hockey tournament will begin next 
Monday. 

 Hyphen (-) 

     

033.  The machine made a strange noise..... then it just stopped.  Semi–Colon (;) 
     

034.  Pleased with the taxi-driver…..s honesty, the passenger gave 
him a reward. 

 Apostrophe (‘) 

     

035.  The impact of television on children.  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

036.  The Ganga rises in the Himalayas.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

037.  The Education Minister of our state presided over the prize ….. 
distribution function. 

 Hyphen (-) 

     

038.  Preeti is quiet and hardworking..... Kanika is noisy and active.  Semi–Colon (;) 
     

039.  Teacher says one should carry 3 things to school daily..... 
pencil box, lunch box and one note book. 

 Colon (:) 

     

040.  She said to me, ….. who teaches you English? .....  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

041.  What was his chief grievance…..  Interrogation (?) 
     

042.  She is an M.....A.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

043.  Shakespeare says..... “sweet are the uses of adversity”.  Colon (:) 
     

044.  Our maid ….. servant comes at 8 o’clock.  Hyphen (-) 
     

045.  anu mehta is my close friend.  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

046.  Reading maketh a full man..... speaking a ready man..... writing 
an exact man. 

 Semi–Colon (;) 

     

047.  Ramesh, my neighbor…..s son, is going abroad next month.  Apostrophe (‘) 
     

048.  One should give up..... hypocrisy, selfishness and falsehood.  Colon (:) 
     

049.  O what a fall was there, my country men…..  Exclamation (!) 
     

050.  My uncle is legal advisor to Frick India Ltd which deals in air 
….. conditioning plants. 

 Hyphen (-) 

     

051.  My name is Umesh.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

052.  My address is J-4….. Karol Bagh.  Comma (,) 
     

053.  mount everest is the tallest mountain among all.  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

054.  Monica said to me, ….. you can stay with us whenever you are 
in Delhi ….. 

 Inverted Commas (“ “) 
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055.  Mohan hasn…..t answered one of the papers satisfactorily. 
Nevertheless he hopes to pass in the first division. 

 Apostrophe (‘) 

     

056.  Man proposes..... god disposes.  Colon (:) 
     

057.  Must the baby fall ill just at this time…..  Exclamation (!) 
     

058.  Everybody ….. the dancers, the musicians liked the 
performance. 

 Dash (---) 

     

059.  majority of students were absent.  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

060.  Our teacher insists on neat work..... therefore, I do my work 
very carefully. 

 Semi–Colon (;) 

     

061.  ….. We will not any employees ….., said the chairman.  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

062.  Lord Krishna…..s birthday is celebrated as Janmashtami.  Apostrophe (‘) 
     

063.  Kritika met me on Monday.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

064.  It is better to be friendless than to have a fair ….. weather 
friend. 

 Hyphen (-) 

     

065.  Have you lost your ink pen…..  Interrogation (?) 
     

066.  Indu says, ….. Tanya is not keeping well …..  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

067.  May you live long my son…..  Exclamation (!) 
     

068.  The director of education, the home minister.  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

069.  In the newspaper different events appears..... social, political, 
economic, scientific and literacy 

 Colon (:) 

     

070.  In fact….. I am quite unhappy with her result.  Comma (,) 
     

071.  ….. Many happy returns of the day ….., we said to Preeti.  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

072.  I read the newspaper daily.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

073.  Do the following task ….. two science works and math’s sums.  Dash (---) 
     

074.  His work was very satisfactory….. he was quickly promoted.  Semi–Colon (;) 
     

075.  He said, “I told him clearly, ‘Bring me the letter at once’, but he 
didn…..t bring it.” 

 Apostrophe (‘) 

     

076.  The parents were obliged to the police ….. man for restoring 
their lost child to them. 

 Hyphen (-) 

     

077.  He said to Bhaskar, ….. lie down …..  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

078.  He will come here at Diwali.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

079.  All the buses on this highway are smooth….. punctual and fast  Comma (,) 
     

080.  He hadn…..t prepared well enough for the competitive 
examination. 

 Apostrophe (‘) 

     

081.  Can has two forms ….. can and could.  Dash (---) 
     

082.  god protects those whom he loves  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

083.  Garima said….. “let wait for the result”.  Comma (,) 
     

084.  For what did he start an agitation…..  Interrogation (?) 
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085.  Alas….. I have lost my watch.  Exclamation (!) 
     

086.  Fill up the following sentence:…..  Dash (---) 
     

087.  Delhi is the capital of India.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

088.  deepti said, “I’m sorry to have disturbed you so late.”  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

089.  All the rooms in this house are small….. dark and dirty.  Comma (,) 
     

090.  Alas….. what a tiresome work.  Exclamation (!) 
     

091.  Add four 2…..s and six 4…..s.  Apostrophe (‘) 
     

092.  A wise man has said..... honesty is the best policy.  Colon (:) 
     

093.  ….. Thank you very much ….., I said to the beggar.  Inverted Commas (“ “) 
     

094.  Bow to the will of god.....  Full Stop (.) 
     

095.  “Your 3…..s and 8…..s look alike.”  Apostrophe (‘) 
     

096.  “They are very good….. friends.”  Comma (,) 
     

097.  “I…..ll see what I can do about it,” he said.  Apostrophe (‘) 
     

098.  Bring the following list ….. tea,  rice and sugar.  Dash (---) 
     

099.  dear uncle Mahesh.  Use Of Capital Letters 
     

100.  “Alas….. They know not what they do.”  Exclamation (!) 
 


